
Creating Summary Tables



 How long do you think it would take you to calculate the values in a table from the 
raw dataset of ~65,000 rows?

 We would need a computational tool to summarize this data



 AGGREGATION:  a computation in which rows from a data set are grouped together 
and used to compute a single value of more significant meaning or measurement. 
Common aggregations include: Average, Count, Sum, Max, Median, etc.

 PIVOT TABLE:  in most spreadsheet software it is the name of the tool used to create 
summary tables.

 SUMMARY TABLE: a table that shows the results of aggregations performed on data 
from a larger data set, hence a "summary" of larger data. Spreadsheet software 
typically calls them "pivot tables".



 SUMMARY TABLES (PIVOT TABLES) PROVIDE A WAY TO VISUALIZE DATA

 Yes, it’s still a table, but by aggregating and summarizing information from a large dataset, 
summary tables allow you to see things in the data you might otherwise not see.

 SUMMARY TABLES ALLOW YOU  TO MANIPULATE AND CREATE NEW DATA

 Even for our simple movies example here, the raw data didn’t contain the average rating 
for every movie, or count how many ratings there were. We had to compute it, and the 
pivot table let us do that quickly and easily.

 SUMMARY TABLES HELPS YOU LOOK AT YOUR DATA IN NEW WAYS

 Think: how could data be grouped? What could be calculated? Once you know how to 
make a summary table you can begin to look at raw data and ask questions that you know 
might be possible to answer.

 SUMMARY TABLES CAN BE A FIRST STEP TOWARD A GOOD VISUALIZATION

 Often it’s difficult to make a meaningful chart or graphic out of raw data. You often want to 
summarize it first, then chart it!



 Start with Unit 2 Lesson 14

 Create summary tables and explore the data provided about teenage moving 
ratings.



 HOMEWORK: Complete U2L14 Reflection PINK SHEET


